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appeal ;, made for their general :H!option. l{owlaml's scale of I ouservation, while the body itself expanded; six days a.ftcrwarch, 
wave-lengths, as represented by the taldcs in course of publi- the nucle<ts had almost disappeared again. A photograph wken 
cation in the joumal above named, is to be employed, and the on Xovember 10, 18g2, is chiefly remarkable as showing a large 
unit of wave-leouth is to be the ten-millionth of a millimetre, I irregular mass 0f nebulosity covering an area of at !cast a 
or " For measurements <>f vdocitv in the line degree, and connected with the cumet by a short hazy taiL This 
of sight, the kilometre is to be taken as the unit: To distin- curious appenchge, which certainly lJelonged to the comet, seems 
p;uish the lines of hydrogen, the nomenclature .starting with to haYcheenoverlookerl hymosroh,ervers, but ito recognition may 
H., in the red :md continuing in alphabetocal otcler the at some time or other prow to of itnportanc<'. The 
entire series is agreed upon. 1laps of spectra arc to he rlrawn J;rct>; to be in favour of the C<)met having surlrlenly become 
with the red end to the right, and tables of wave-length are to bright just befcn: the time of its. discovery. lt rlitfcred from 
be printed with the shorter wave-lengths at the top. c0met in having a nearly circular (Jrbit, and unless there 

Although sume of the leatling workers in astrophysics have had been sume great change in its path, or ,;orne internal change, 
nnt been consulted, it is probable that these s0 it should have been long before. the con1et could 
far as they go, will meet with general approbation. It is to be not be seen with the Lid< tdescupe during the 
regretted, however, that. the rcpresentatinn of iutensities of opposition, 1-'rof. Barnard thinl<s that it no longer exists in the 
spectrum lines was not considered; a.:.; i1 scale \\'hich every ont' cometary and will neYer seen again. 
might be willing to adopt is, perhaps, even more L>rgently re-
quired than any general agreement on the points to which 
reference is made above. 

REPROlli.:CT!ON OF 1-'HoToc R APHS, The 
Council of the Royal Astronomical Society has la1ely untler
r.aken the reproduction (by paper print,; and lantern of a 
selection of the instructive astronomical photographs in the 
possession (,[the Society. The priuts and lantern slides arc solrl 
to Fellows of the Society at approximately and full 
details as regard subject, instrumental data, expmure, &c., arc 
given upon Among the ccleotial pictures which have l1een 
thus rendered available to a wider circle of astrouomers, are 

photowaphs of total solar eclipses of 1886, 1B8g, and 1893, lk 
R.oherts' photographs of the Pleiades and the Creal .\'chula in 
Orion, Prof. Barnard's photogra]JhS of 1he :\1ilky Way, and of 
Brooks' and Swift's comels, Dr. Gill's photograph of the nebula 
about 71 Arg{t.,, nnrl MM. Lnewy and Pnisenx's lunar photo

The accompanying illustration of lhc ecEpse nf April 
16, 1893· has been reduced by onc-thirrl from a print by the 
Society. The original was taken by Sergt.-Major Kearney, 
R.E., at Fiundium, West Africa, with a Dallmeyer photo
heliograph, the exposure being twenty 

HoL:>ms' Barnard has just published an 
account 0f his observation" and photographs of this comet, made 
during its appearance in 1892 and 1893 {Astrophysi(a/ ]oumaf, 
voL iii. No. r). Some of the telescopic features appear to have 
been quite unique. On January 4, 1893, only a feeble was 

; twelvoc days later it seemed like a hazy star, and lite 
nucleus was actually seen to brighten in the few hours of 
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TifF LfOCFF/lCJION OFA !RAND RESf<-"ARCll 
-A J' LO H" TE,IJ P ERA l'f_iRES. 1 

H I·: best and most <!conomica! plant for the production of 
liquid air or oxygen is one lmsed on the general 

principle of that u,;ed by Pictet in 1878, for liquefying oxygen; 
instead) however, uf using nHnl1ined circuits uf Iittuid 

and carbon dioxirle kepl in drculat inn hy r:om· 
pression, liquef.'lction and . ir. is hcttcr to employ 
"-,hvl.cne in one "ir"nit, as C1illetct and Wrohlcwski did, ano to 
usc' nitrou> oxide, or preferably carbon dioxide, in another. 
Further, instead of cmbing the oxygen to compress itself during 
its formation fron1 potassium chlorate heated in an iron bumb 
connected with the refrigeratur, it is found convenient to uoe gas 
previously in sled cy Iinder.<. 

A verv convenient laboratory apparatus, lhe a.nangements of 
the circt;its eo[ which will he understrHxl from the sectional 

shown in Fip:. T, has hcen for the liq.:cfaction of 
, >;lllall qmmlir.ies of oxygen or other gases.: with this simple 
' arrangement, 100 c. c. of liquid oxygen can readily be obtained, 

lising Iiqui•l carbon dioxide at - 7q' C. for cooling and empluy-
ing no exhaustion. The gaseous oxygen, cooled before 
expansion by pas.sing through a spiral of copper tube immersed 
in solid carbon dioxi,]e, passeo; a fine screw stopcock 
under a pressun· of roo at mos., and thence bad.;. \Vards over the: 
coils uf The: liquirl oxygen to drop in about a 
quarter of an hour from starting. The pressure in the oxygen 
cylinders at starting is g-enerally about I 50 atmos., alltl .lhe 
rbtdts arc got by working- down to about roo. This lil.tle 
appamm;, will enable liquid oxygen to be med fur demonstratwn 
anrl research in alllaburalories. 

By employing jacketed glass vessels, r>f which the ar:nu!ar 
space is highly exhausted, sloring liquef.icd gases, the mAux 
,,[ heat is reduced to nne-fifth ot that whtch occurs when the 
jacket conlains air; if the interior walls arc silvered, or excess 
of rnercmy ''"lXHlr is ldt in the jacket, the in!lux of heal is 
again redtwerl r.o so that the total effect of the high 
\·acuutn and the :illvenng IS to reduce the 1ngomg heat 1·o about. 

per cent. of that \vhich enters \vhen these arc 
neglencd. The suggestion lhat the ruetallic coatmg ts useless, 
lwcausc l'ictet has found that all ktnrls of matter arc transparent 
tn heat at low temperature,, is th\IS disposed of; further, no 
increase in the Lranspan:nr:y of to thermaL radial-ion uccurs 
on cooling to llte boiling point of air. 

In order to r.cst ()J,;zewski's statement tl1al air cannot be 
solidified at the lowest pressures (1'/u'!., ;lfaK., Vchruary 189_)), 
the author's former experiments have been repeated on a larger 

1f a litre of liguid air be exhausted in a sih·crcd ,-,teuum 
vessel half a lilre of solid air may be obtained and kept 
solid for half an hour. The solid is at first a stiff tran.>parent 
jelly, which, when in a magnctic_field, has the. still. liquid 
oxygen drawn out to the poles, showmg that >Oltd atr a 
nitrogen-jelly containing liquid oxygen. Solid air can only 
exmnined in a vac.num or an atmosphere of hyrlmgen, because 1! 
instantly melr;; on exposure to the air, causing an additional 
quantity of air to liquefy; it is strange to sec a mass_of soltd ."" 
1uelting in contact with the atmosphere, and all the tune we!lmg 
up like a fountain. . _ .. 

On causing dry air, comamerl tn scaled flasks, lo by 

1 A p>J.pe.r r.:-ad bcft)_re the on by 
Prof. J. F.H .. S. (1\.llndged from the Fro<xt•dn!g.f of SoCld}' 

J:wuary •4-) 
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immersing tht: side arms attached to !he in liquid air lJoil
ing under a low pressure, ;mel subsequently hermetically sealing 
off the side arms containing the solid, r.he residual air left in thto 
flasks may he prc;;erved for analysis; it is then a;;certained t.hal 
the residual air still contains oxygen and nitrogen in the usual 
proportion. In the earlier experiments, the argon solirlilied 
l;efurto the nitrogen, but chemical nitrogen and air nitrogen with 
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FrG. t .-A, air or oxygen inlet. B, carbon dio:xidc va lve. n, 
coiJ.s. F, air or o.,yg-C\1 cxpan::.ion val\'c, G, vacuum ve:-<:-id wrth 
<JX)"gCn, H 1 C<trbOr! c!io:\ide and air Q, air Cui!. • Cill'hOn JJOX!de 
cod. 

1 • r per cent. of argon behaved in substantially the same way 
on liquefact!on. . . . . . . _ . . 

O!szewslu has examined hqmd mtnc ox1de, and It 
coluurless, but on strongly cooling carefully purified 
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samples of this gas, which had !wen prepared by different 
methods, rhe author obtained in each ca;;e ,t nearly white solid 
melting to a blue liquid. The colour more nmrked at the 
melting than at the boiling pClint, and the liquid is not mag-netic. 
Solid nitric ox ide is nut nor does it show any 
cht:mical action in liquid oxygen, provided the tube containing it 
is completely immer;;ecl ; but if the tube full of liquid oxygen he 
lifted into the air, a violent explosion almost instantly occurs. 

In a good vacuum vessel, specific gravities may be taken in 
liqui<l oxygen as easily as in water. Some twenty substances 
were weighe<.l in liquid oxygen, and the apparent density of tht 
liquid calculated ; the results were then correcterl , usinl{ Fizeau'.> 
value;; for the variation of the coefficient; of cxpansiCJn of the 
solids employed, and the real density of liquid oxygen was thus 
calculated a.> I'l3i5 under a pressure of j66·s m.m. The or rlensit y is aLout ±. o·oor2 for 20 m.m .. 
\\ roblewslu found the density <.>fliqUJr! oxygen at the b01lmg pomt 
to he r ·r68, whilst Ol;;zewski fn und 1'124. Fizeau\ parabolic 
law for the variation of the coefficient of expansion hol<ls down 
to - 1S3"; the s•Jlid which contracted least during cooling wa> 
a compres.>erl cylinder of silver iodide, that whiLh contracted 
most a blnck of compressed iodine. 

Similarly the rlensity of liquitl air was found tn be 0'9IO 

am! that of nitrogen al its boiling point o·Sso. No great 
accuracy attaches to the den>ity nf liquid air as thus determined, 
for liquid air kept in a silvered vacuum vessel 1" in builiug 
point every ten minuteg dming rhc hour ; the density of 
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liquid air, however, does not rear.h that of pure oxygen even 
after thirty hours' storage. 

A small ignited jet of hydrogen continuously_ below 
surfur.e of liquid oxygen, all the water pro<.luceJ bemg _earned 
c. way as snow. There is a considerable amount of ozone lormed, 
which concentrates as the liqnid oxygen evaporates. In the 
sam<; way graphite, o r diamond,_ properly ignited, 
contmuously on the surface of l1quLd oxygen, pmducmg sohd 
carlJunic acid and generating omne. J f liquirl oxygen is absorbed 
in wood charcoal, or colton wool, and a part of the body healed 
lo rerlnPss, comhusl.ion c;ul Mart with explosive violence. 

The <!xpcrimcnts of jo ule and Thomson and Reguaull on the 
temperature of gas jeis is>uing under low pressures are well 
known; the following observations refer to the press1ll'e required 
to produce a lowering of temperature sufficient to yield liquid 
in the gas jet. The apparatus used in the study of highly com
pressed gas jets i:; ;;ketchecl in Vig. 2 ; c . is a vacuum tube 
holding " coil of pipe about 5 mm. in d1ameter along w1th 
carhon dioxide nr liquid ,1ir for cooling the gas before <:!Xpanswn, 
>Lnd A i.;; :1 ;mall hole in the si lver or copper tuLe alum\-!- mrn. in 
diameter, which takes the place of a stopcock. \Vhen carbon 
dimdde gas, at a of JO or 40 a! mos., is expanrlerl.thrnugh 
such an aperture, hquiJ can b., seen_ where th.c JCt 1n1pmgcs on 
the wall of the vacuum tube along with a considerable amount of 
solid. If oxygen esmpes frmn the hole at the J>ressure 
of 100 o.lmos., been cooled prcvJOu;;ly to 79 m the 
vessel c, a liquid jet is just vi5iblc. It is interesting to note in 
passing that -Pictet enulrl get n_o liquid ?xygen jus\ below 270 
at mos., owing to his bemg massiVe and outside the re-
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frigerator. If the oxygen is replaced by air, no liquid jet can be 
seen unless the pressure is raised to 180 atmos. If the carbon 
dioxide is cooled . by exhaustion (to about I in. pressure) or 
-115°, liquid air can easily be collected in the small vacuum 
vessel D, or if the air pressure is raised above 200 atmos., 
keeping the cooling at - 79° as before. The chief dif
ficulty is in collecting the liquid, owing to the rapid cur· 
rent of gas. The amount of liquid in the gas jet is 
small, and its collection is greatly facilitated by directing 
the spray on to a part of the metallic tube above the little 
hole, or by increasing resistance to the escaping gas by placing 
some few turns of the tube, like B in the figure, in the upper 
part of the vacuum tube, or generally by pushing in more tube 
in any form. For better isolation, the pipe can be rolled between 
two vacuum tubes, the outer one being about nine inches long 
and one and a half inches diameter, as shown in Fig. 3 ; the 
aperture in the metal pipe has a small piece of glass tube over 
it, to help the collection of the liquid. Using this apparatus and 
an air supply at 200 atmos. with no previous cooling, liquid air 
begins to collect in about five minutes, but the liquid jet can be 
seen in two to three minutes. In Fig. 4 the metallic tube in 
the vacuum vessel is placed in horizontal rings, leaving a central 
tube for the passage of the glass tube c, which is used to cool 
bodies or examine gases under compression ; the inner tube can 
be filled for an inch with liquid air at 6o atmos. pressure, in 
about three minutes. A double coil of pipe may be advantage
ously used in some experiments; the efficiency is low, but it 
affords a quick method of reaching low temperatures and 
collecting a few hundred cubic centimetres of liquid air. By 
the use of this apparatus air at the ordinary temperature can be 
simply converted into liquid air at the boiling point, - 194°, in 
less than ten minutes ; a fall of 200° is effected in this short 
period of time. 

The author, after giving a sketch of the results up to the 
present achieved in connection with the liquefaction of hydrogen, 
remarks that hydrogen, cooled to - 194° (8oo abs. t), the boiling 
point of air, is still at a temperature which is two and a half 
times its critical temperature, and its direct liquefaction at this 
point would be comparable to that of air taken at 6oo, and 
liquefied by the apparatus just described. Now, air supplied at 
such a high temperature greatly increases the difficulty and the 
time required for liquefaction. Still, it can be done, even with 
the air supply at 100°, in the course of seven minutes; and this is 
the best proof that hydrogen, if placed under really analogous 
conditions, at - 194° must also liquefy with the same form of 
apparatus. Hydrogen, cooled to - 200°, was forced through a 
fine nozzle under 140 atmos. pressure, and yet no liquid jet 
could be seen. If the hydrogen contained a few per cent. of 
oxygen the gas jet was visible, and the liquid collected, which 
was chiefly oc"<ygen, contained hydrogen in solution, the gas 
given off for some time being explosive. 

If, however, hydrogen, previously cooled by a bath of boiling 
air, is allowed to expand at 200 atmos. over a regenerative 
coil similar to that shown in Fig. 2, but longer, a liquid jet can 
be seen after the circulation has continued for a few minutes 
along with a liquid which is in rapid rotation in the lower part 
of the vacuum vessel. The liquid did not accumulate, owing to 
its low specific gravity and the rapid current of gas. These 
difficulties will doubtless be overcome by the use of a differently 
shaped vacuum vessel and by better isolation. The liquid jet 
can, however, be used as a cooling agent, like the spray of liquid 
air obtained under similar circumstances, and, this being practic
able, the only difficulty is one of expense. In order to test in 
the first instance what the hydrogen jet could do in the pro
duction of lower temperatures, liquid air and oxygen were placed 
in the lower part of the vacuum tube just covering the jet. The 
result was that in a few minutes about 50 c. c. of the respective 
liquids were transformed into hard white solids resembling 
avalanche snow, quite different in appearance from the jelly-like 
mass of solid air got by the use of the air pump. The solid 
oxygen had a pale, bluish colour, showing by reflection all the 
absorption bands of the liquid. There is no reason, apart from 
that of cost, why a spray.of liquid hydrogen, at its boiling point 
in an open vacuum vessel, should not be used as a cooling agent 
in order to study the properties of matter at some 20° or 30° above 
the absolute zero. 

The only widely distributed element which has not yet been 
liquefied is fluorine ; and it would seem that, although the atomic 
weight of fluorine is nineteen times that of hydrogen, it must in 
the free state approach hydrogen in volatility. If the chemical 
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energy of fluorine is abolished at low temperatures, like that of 
other active substances, some kind of glass or transparent sub
stance, less brittle than calcium fluoride, could be employed in 
the form of a tube, and the liquefaction of fluorine achieved by 
the use of hydrogen as a cooling agent. 

SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES. 
poLITICS saturates the February magazines, but science is 

not altogether drowned in this plethora of diplomatic 
diatribes. There are four articles in the Contemporary of 
interest to scientific readers. Mr. Herbert Spencer traces the 
development of the sculptor, and shows how, in its primitive 
character, sculpture was an auxiliary to ancestor-worship. "The 
tomb and the temple are," he shows, "developed out of the 
shelter for the grave-rude and transitory at first, but eventually 
becoming refined and permanent; while the statue, which is 
the nucleus of the temple, is an elaborated and finished 
form of the original effigy placed on the grave. The im
plication is that, as with the temple so with the statue, the 
priest, when not himself the executant, as he is among savages, 
remains always the director of the executant-the man whose 
injunctions the sculptor carries out." Mr. W. H. Hudson 
writes pleasantly, if somewhat aimlessly, about the village of 
Selborne and of the simple naturalist whose observations have 
made it famous. Mr. W. H. Mallock continues his study of 
"Physics and Sociology." The argument of the two articles 
which preceded the present one may be thus summarised : 
Great men are analogous to atoms of superior size, on whose 
presence the aggregation of all the other atoms depend, there
fore they should form the first study of the sociologist. Two 
propositions (among others) which follow from this conclusion 
are now stated by Mr. Mallock; the first of them being more or 
less of a heresy, so far as scientific opinion is concerned. The 
propositions are as follows. ( 1) Other things being equal, com
munities progress and become civilised not in proportion to the 
talents of the mass of the individuals who compose them, but in 
proportion to the percentage which occurs in each of the indi
viduals whose talents are superior to those of the mass. 
(2) Other things being equal, communities progress and become 
civilised in proportion to the desirability of the rewards which 
are practically attainable in each by the exercise of superior 
talents, and which thus stimulate the possessors of these talents 
to develop them, and make them actual instead of merely 
potential. Mr. D. C. Boulger having suffered from diphtheria, 
and been made a victim of the anti-toxin treatment, survived, 
and now records his experience of tbe disagreeable character 
of the disease and its all of which unpleasant
ness was aggravated, in his opinion, by the employment 
of antitoxic serum. From his particular case, he passes 
to a general discussion of diphtheria and antitoxin, which 
he condemns. So few are the gifts to science and education 
in England, that we rejoice to find Mr. Bernard Shaw commend
ing in the Contemporary such benefactions to the attention of 
millionaires. The questions which a millionaire, moved by a 
generous spirit to benefit any locality, should ask himself are : 
" Has it a school, with scholarships for the endowment of 
research, and the attraction of rising talent at the universities? 
Has it a library, or a museum? If not, then he has an opening 
at once for his ten thousand or hundred thousand pounds." 

" Reflex Action, Instinct, and Reason" are discussed from 
the point of view of their development in the Fortnightly by 
Mr. G. A. Reid. It suffices here to call attention to the 
article, which is a chapter from a forthcoming book on "The 
Present Evolution of Man," and to state the definitions of 
instinct and reason given in it. Instinct is defined as "the 
faculty which is concerned in tbe conscious adaptation of means 
to ends," by virtue of inborn inherited knowledge and ways of 
thinking and acting. Reason is defined as " the faculty which 
is concerned in the conscious adaptation of means to ends" by 
virtue of acquired non-inherited knowledge and ways of thinking 
and acting. An admirable article on "Plant Names" appears 
in the Quarterly Review (January), being a review of the 
" Index Kewensis " and of four other recent publications upon 
the names of plants. In the National, -'VIr. Walter B. Harris 
describes Tillis, the capital of Transcaucasia, and in Scribner 
an interesting account is given of an ascent of Mount Ararat, 
the paper being illustrated by several of the finest specimens of 
process-work we have ever seen. 
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